Popcorn party bag recipe
You will need tutorial as well as this pattern
Designed by Clare Sullivan
Video tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=
PLBAl2EuIYeKvF2y9aXcrvIy4hVzdykuCs
Easy +
Supplies
4 stitch markers, scissors, yarn needle
5 mm/H hook
Lots of left over yarn
Notes: Work chains loosely
If you find your corners are pulling tight, use
5 chains in the corner instead of chain 4

1. Using a magic ring, ch 1 (not counted as stitch) 8 sc into ring, slip stitch to join into the first sc
Reminder: If you find that you corners are pulling tight in round 2, use 5ch in the corner
When working popcorns on round 2 they can cover up the next sc you need to work in, be careful not to
skip a sc
2. Join new colour into any of the sc stitches. Ch3 (counts as first dc) 6 dc into the same stitch as the ch3,
remove hook and put hook into the top of the ch3 and place loop back onto hook, pull up a loop, pull tight,
ch4, add a stitch marker to the ch4 to mark the corner (the popcorn stitch you just completed will be
referred to as a beginning popcorn stitch)
*7 dc into the next stitch, remove hook and put into the first dc of the 7 you just completed, put yarn back
on hook and pull up a loop, pull tight, ch3
(The popcorn stitch you just completed will be referred to as a regular popcorn stitch)
7 dc into the next stitch, remove hook and put into the first dc of the 7 you just completed, put yarn back
on hook and pull up a loop, pull tight, ch4, add a stitch marker to the ch4 to mark the corner *
Repeat from * to * until you have 8 popcorn stiches, slip stitch to the top of the 1 st popcorn stitch. Finish
off if you want to change colour OR Slip stitch across to the ch4 space
3. From now on we work into the ch3 and ch4 spaces
Work a beginning popcorn stitch, ch4, and a regular popcorn stitch all into the same ch4 space, ch3,
regular popcorn stitch into the next ch3 space, ch3
*into the next ch4 space work a (regular popcorn stitch, ch4, regular popcorn stitch) ch3, into the next ch3
space work a regular popcorn stitch, ch3* repeat from * to * around and join with a slip stitch into the top
of the popcorn stitch
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4. Slip stitch into the ch4 space, into the ch4 space (work a beginning popcorn stitch, ch4 and a regular
popcorn stitch) ch3, regular popcorn stitch into the next 2 ch3 spaces
*into the next ch4 space work a regular popcorn stitch, ch4, regular popcorn stitch, ch3, into the next 2 ch3
spaces work a regular popcorn stitch, ch3 * repeat from * to * around and join with a slip stitch into the
top of the popcorn stitch
Repeat row 4 until desired size. (My bag squares are 13 inches and I did 10 popcorn stitch rounds) Each
row will gain 1 more regular popcorn stiches in between your corners
 Join edging colour into ch4 space, ch1, *5 sc’s into ch4 space (place a stitch marker in 3rd sc you just did) 3
sc into each ch3 space* repeat from * to * slip stitch to first sc to join
 Ch1, sc in each stitch to marker *3sc into marked stitch, sc across to next stitch marker* repeat from * to *
join with a slip stitch to first sc
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Bag instructions
Make 5 squares
My blue square is the base of the bag. Join
squares together all the way around as
shown on photo by red lines with a sc or
you can sew them together.

Optional bag lining
You can find lining tutorial here and will
need to start at the 10 minute 37 mark
https://youtu.be/WhSCYf1mNhM

Once you have your bag lining complete
OR not 
Starting from the base (indicated by green
arrow) join the 2 squares together
indicated by the red arrow. This will form
the sides of your bag. Once all the squares
are joined you will have a cube without a
lid



Join yarn at the top of the bag where 2 of your squares create a side seam and work a couple of rounds of
sc. Do not finish off yarn

Our bag now has 4 side seams and we are going to use them as a guide to make our handles
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Make a chain as long as you want your handle and single crochet in the stitch that lines up with the next
seam that forms the side of your bag, sc across to the next seam. Make a chain the same length as the first
one and sc into the next side seam, sc around until you get back to the beginning of your round and join.
Work a few rounds of sc until you have the handle the width you want them. Finish off
Sew your lining into your bag
Thank you for choosing my pattern, happy crochet, Clare xx
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